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1. Purpose  

The purpose of this study is to investigate resistance against rotation of 2-

piece abutment with or without presence of positioning hex in tapered internal 

connection implant system.  

  

2. Materials and Methods 

In the present study, 3-dimensional edentulous supporting bone was 

developed to simulate posterior mandible. Tapered internal connection 

implant fixture with 5.0 mm diameter, 10.0 mm length which has 11 degrees 

of internal oblique angle is placed into constructed 3-D bone model. The 
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model was developed that implant superstructure in cubic shape was 

connected to Cement-retained abutment. Two types of abutments were 

compared; hex-type abutment with positioning hex and 2-pieced round-type 

non-hex abutments. Vertical compressions equivalent to screw tightening 

torque of 30 Ncm and 40 Ncm respectively were applied to abutment screw. 

A horizontal load of 150 N was applied on the superstructure creating 

moments that rotate in clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) 

directions. The contact area between abutment and fixture was compared and 

analyzed according to the presence of positioning hex and distribution of 

Maximum von Mises stress on each component was observed. Rotational 

displacement of abutment was investigated as well. 

  

3. Results 

When preload equivalent to 40 Ncm tightening torque was applied, round-

type abutment showed larger contact area than hex-type abutment by 

approximately 2.5 ~ 3.5 %  in contrast to the internal surface area of the 

fixture. In all cases, the maximum von-Mises stress on the abutment was 

higher in the hex-type than in the round-type. The mean value of the stress on 

the inner surface of the fixture was higher in round-type abutments than hex-

type abutments in all cases. In hex-type abutments, the distribution of stress 

was concentrated on the corners of hexagon while in round-type abutments, it 

was found to be concentrated on lower regions of the internal cone which 

contacts to fixtures. When the screw tightening torque of 30 Ncm was applied, 

the rotational displacement of the hex-type abutment was about 0.54 ° and the 

round-type was about 1.16 ° under clockwise moment loading.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Within the limitation of this study, it can be assumed that the hexagon of 

abutment is acting as a rotational resistance against moment. Thus, in case of 

single-tooth implant prosthetic treatment, choosing abutments with 
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positioning hex seems to be clinically beneficial to reduce screw loosening 

which leads to prosthetic complications. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As dental implant treatments have become popular in recent years, complications 

arise from implants are also increasing. The type of such complications can be 

divided into biological and mechanical complications. Mechanical complications may 

include fracture of veneering materials, fracture of prosthetic itself, retention loss, and 

fixture fracture. Screw loosening, screw fracture or abutment fracture is known as one 

of most common types among other complications.
1-3

 In clinical practices, selecting 

the proper type of abutments would be crucial to reduce and prevent possible 

mechanical complications.  

Displacement or rotation of abutments can be considered as the possible causes 

of such complications.4-6 Abutment displacement can be occurred either by vertical 

abutment sinking due to occlusal force or by horizontal force causing moment both of 

which could lead to severe prosthetic complications. As for the displacement due to 

moment among these two, Binon et al have indicated that there was a direct 

correlation between screw joint loosening and hexagonal misfit, and Semper et al 

have shown that experimental rotational freedom was highly deviated from 

theoretical value due to the manufacturing tolerance and emphasized positional 

stability of abutment.4,7 Thus, the resistance to rotation and positional stability of 

abutment play a major role in successful implant treatments.  
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The use of tapered internal connection implants with internal oblique angle of 

11 degrees is increasing recently. It is widely known that a tapered internal design 

causes frictional force between abutment and implant which affects retention and 

resistance of abutments. It is also said that no rotational motion is observed under 

vertical oblique loading. 8-14 

The contact area of tapered connection where non-hex abutment contacts with 

an implant is different from the one with hexagonal abutment. It is known that the 

contact area between non-hex abutment and implant is larger than another (Fig. 1). 

Therefore, it is possible to assume that the larger contact area between the implant and 

the non-hex abutment makes implant more resistible to rotating moment. Clinically in 

case of a single tooth implant using 2-piece abutment for tapered internal implants, 

there is often a concern on whether to use non-hex abutment or hexagonal abutment 

to prevent a rotational moment of abutments. On the contrary of the above statements, 

hexagonal abutment tends to be preferred to non-hex abutment. 

While many studies about displacement due to vertical abutment sinking in 

tapered internal connection implants are currently being reported, studies on rotational 

moment exerting on abutment are relatively unknown. In fact, it is difficult to tell 

which of the hexagonal or non-hexagonal abutments is more resistant to rotating 

moment and prevent displacement. Currently, Finite Element Model study is 

actively being used as a widely proved method in analysis of the stress 
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transfer, stress distribution, and contact surfaces effectively.15-21 It seems that 

most of implant-related FEM studies focus only on how the vertical stress 

applied on occlusal surfaces transfers to implants.  

The purpose of this study was to investigate the resistance against pure 

rotational moment of 2 piece abutments with or without the presence of 

positioning hex in tapered internal connection implant system using Finite 

Element Model. In the present study, clinical effectiveness was evaluated of 

when selecting abutment for the single tooth implant prosthetics through 

comparative experiment conducted to investigate if the positioning hex acts as 

resistance to rotational moment, and how effective it is. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3-Dimensional Finite Element Model 

In this study, a 3-dimensional edentulous supporting bone was developed to 

simulate posterior mandible. The 3-D supporting bone was constructed large 

enough to allow stress analysis without being affected by its size.22,23 The 

outer 2.0 mm of supporting bone was set as cortical bone, and the inner part 

as sponge bone. It was simulated in a way that tapered internal connection 
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implant fixture with 5.0 mm diameter, 10.0 mm length which has 11 degrees 

of  internal oblique angle is placed into constructed 3-D bone model. 5.0 mm 

diameter of fixture was set to prevent unwanted deformation of implants as 

much as possible (Fig. 2). The geometry of implants was provided by the 

manufacturer (Shinhung MST Co.). 

The model was made that implant superstructure with 11 mm width, 10 

mm length and 10 mm height in cubic shape was connected to Cement-

retained abutment which has 3.0 mm of gingival depth and 4.5 mm of 

diameter. This was configured referring to the average mesio-distal dimension 

of mandibular first molars. Two types of abutments were compared; hex-type 

abutment with positioning hex and 2-pieced round-type non-hex abutments. 

The models of implants, abutments, screws and those connections are 

displayed in Fig. 3~6.  

Meshing method and preprocessing of the FEM were processed by 

Hyperworks v17.0 (Altair Engineering). Implants and abutments were 

consisted of mesh size of maximum 0.15 mm and minimum 0.05 mm where 

others were set 0.15 mm to 0.8 mm maximum in mesh size.24,25 All elements 

being used was tetrahedral mesh and the total number of those nodes and 

elements are summarized in Table 1. 
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Loading condition and preload of abutment screw 

A load of 150 N was applied on both left and right 4mm distance away from 

an axis of the implant on a side of superstructure which is directed 90 degrees 

to the axis of the implant (Fig. 7). Rotational moment was generated in 

clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) directions respectively to 

compare and analyze the results. The horizontal force applied was set as 150 

N since the occlusal force of molar with 30 degrees cusp angle was assumed 

to be 300 N.5,26,27 

Differences in preload values by two different forces applied on 

abutment screws were compared and analyzed that the one was calculated 

after applying torque of 30 Ncm according to the manufacturers 

recommendation, while the other was applied with 40 Ncm torque which is 

higher than the recommendation. The screw tightening torque used was 

converted to preload by the following formula.28,29 

 

The factors used in the conversion formula are listed in Table 2. 
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Finite Element Analysis setting 

*Material property 

It is assumed that, as in most of the other studies, all the material represented 

were isotropic, homogeneous and linear elastic which particularly specified by 

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Referred material properties are 

presented in Table 3.18,30-33 

 

*Boundary condition 

Constraint-all was set on all directions to prevent the deformation to and from 

supporting bone.18 Between all the components (implant, abutment and screw), 

the frictional forces were applied in between those contact surfaces and linear 

analysis was performed.34 The coefficient of friction, in this case, is assumed 

to be 0.3.29,34 Also, the conjunction between implant and supporting bone, 

abutment and superstructure were set as a complete contact with no gap. 

 

Finite Element Analysis 
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The program used to interpret and process results of the FEA was ABAQUS 

CAE2016 (Dassault Systems), which analyzed contact area and contact 

location between abutments and implants. An analysis by visualizing the size 

and effect point of Maximum von Mises stress, and stress distribution on 

interface between abutment, screw and implant was done. The rotation angle 

centered on axis of abutment and vertical settlement when loaded were 

calculated. Stresses of all nodes corresponding to the area where abutments 

and implants are contacted were statistically analyzed for each group (Fig. 8). 

The statistical analysis was then carried out by dividing the internal part of the 

implants and external part of the abutment.  

 

RESULTS 

Contact area and contact location 

There was no significant difference in the contact area between abutment and 

implant for different types of abutments when preload equivalent to screw 

tightening torque of 30 Ncm was applied. However, the increase of the 

contact area was observed in all cases when preload equivalent to 40 Ncm 

tightening torque was exerted. Additionally, round-type abutment had the 

larger contact area for clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) 
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moment than hex-type abutment by approximately 2.5%, 3.5% respectively 

contrast to the internal surface area of the fixture (Fig. 9). There was only 

about 23 to 33 percent of contact in all cases under loading, indicating that it 

was concentrated around the entry of fixture’s internal cone. There was 

contact area existed only in hex-type abutment at the groove of positioning 

hex in fixtures, and it showed that the contacting location differs by directions 

of the moment. 

 

Distribution and size of stress value 

Maximum von Mises stress applied to the abutment was resulted in 

approximately 918.8 MPa with the clockwise moment followed by tightening 

the screw of the hex-type abutment with 30 Ncm, and hex-type abutments 

showed higher stress value than round-type abutments in all cases (Fig. 10). 

On the other hand, the result showed that the maximum von Mises stress 

exerted to abutment screw was larger when it is connected to round-type 

abutments than hex-type abutments in all cases (Fig. 12). 

The mean value of the stress applied to the inner surface of the fixture 

was  about 93.6 MPa when the clockwise moment is applied while 

tightening the round type abutment screw with a torque of 30 Ncm. And 
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round-type abutment showed higher stress value compared to hex-type 

abutment in all cases (Fig. 13). On the other hand, the mean stress value on 

the external part of the abutment was higher in hex-type abutment than round-

type abutment in all cases (Fig. 14). Also, it is observed that, when raising 

screw tightening torque, maximum von Mises stress value and mean stress 

value on abutments and fixtures are all decreased, while the stress value on 

abutment screws increased (Fig. 15,16,17 & Table 4). 

In hex-type abutments, the distribution of stress was concentrated on 

the corners of hexagon while in round-type abutments, it was found to be 

concentrated on lower regions of the internal cone which contacts to fixtures 

(Fig. 10,11). Furthermore, it was observed that the stress was concentrated on 

different sides of hexagon depending on the direction of the moment applied. 

 

Rotation angle respect to the axis of abutment, and settlement 

The settling effect of abutments was shown a larger amount in round-type 

abutments than in hex-type abutments in all cases under preloading and 

loading (Fig. 18,19 & Table 5,6), and rotational displacement in hex-type 

abutment of approximately 0.54° and round-type abutment of 1.16° under 

clockwise (CW) moment loading from the long axis of the fixture (Fig. 20 & 

Table 7). It also showed less rotational change in hex-type abutments than in 
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round type abutments in all cases. Looking at the displacement due to bending 

moment under loading, hex-type and round-type had 0.42° and 0.50° of 

rotational displacement respectively. In all cases, round-type abutments 

showed a larger displacement than hex-type abutments (Fig. 21 & Table 8). 

 

DISCUSSION 

The stability of implant-screw joint can be affected by three important 

factors. Those are, appropriate amounts of preloads, precise fit between 

implant components, and thirdly, the anti-rotational characteristics between 

implant and abutment.35 The positioning hex which is currently being used 

was first developed to transfer torque in implant surgeries, however, then is 

since being used to positioning the implant as single tooth implant restoration 

became popular.36 There are some studies carried out on whether the 

positioning hex holds anti-rotational characteristics against rotation moment 

of abutment and increases screw joint stability. Lang et al have shown that 

there was a screw joint stability when tightening a screw using hexed 

abutment, in case of external hexagonal connection implants, by showing 

mean 1.5 degrees of freedom of rotation which is extremely modest.6 In 

another study, Khraisat et al have indirectly explained the anti-rotational 
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characteristics of the external hexagon by exerting a torque on hexed 

abutments connected to external hexagonal implants and measuring the 

reduction in reverse torque value of abutment screws.5 Thus, it implies that 

rotational resistance and screw joint stability can be expected when using hex-

type abutments in external hexagonal connection implants. 

On the other hand, in tapered internal connection implants, screw 

tightening torque is not fully transferred to preload because of its unique 

design compared to external hexagonal connection implants, and this cause 

wedging effect by the settlement of abutment and frictional force between 

abutment and implant. This has resulted in enhanced screw joint stability, 

leading to improvement in complications such as screw loosening, screw 

fracture and abutment fracture compared to other connection types. In other 

studies on the anti-rotational characteristics using such tapered  internal 

connection implants, Yao et al have investigated on resistance of abutment 

against rotational moment by solely using hex-type abutments in internal  

connection implant system.37 It has shown that the abutment resisted against 

rotational moment. However, in Yao’s study, butt internal connection implant 

was used not tapered internal connection implant, and it only measured 

reduction in reverse torque value, and round-type abutment was not used as a 

control - which differs from this study. In this study, it tried to research on 

rotational moment of screw joint in implant which holds tapered internal 
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connection with frictional force, and to compare between abutments with and 

without the presence of positioning hex by setting the control group. 

According to the results, it showed that the rotational displacement in 

abutment without hex is almost twice of which with hex. This indicates that 

the abutment hex still plays a role of rotational resistance also in the tapered 

internal connection implants. On the contrary, Villarinho et al concluded that 

the hex has negative effect on screw-joint stability in tapered internal 

connection implants because abutment with positioning hex showed greater 

reduction in preload than abutment without hex after loading.38 However, in 

Villarinho’s study, it may be difficult to accurately compare the effects of hex 

on rotational moment as it compared 2-piece hex-type abutment and 1-piece 

non-hex abutment that is because the separation of abutment is compounded. 

The present study also investigated on rotational displacement by bending 

moment, hex-type abutment showed less displacement in all cases. This infers 

that abutment hex partially acts as resistance against bending moment as well. 

There have been some studies conducted to observe contact area, 

however as Pelkanos et al. pointed out, scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

analysis has some disadvantages such as errors in the process of embedding, 

cutting and polishing the specimens, difficulty in capturing accurate site of the 

surface, and its limitations in 3-dimensional analysis.39 It is also difficult to 

analyze the contact area under loading. It was able to eliminate possible errors 
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from processing specimen and analyze contact area 3-dimensionally under 

loading condition through FEM in this study. However, there is also a concern 

that it is analyzed only virtually. It is believed that more accurate contact area 

analysis would be possible with the method such as micro CT in the 

future.40,41 However, the study results under such limitations, show no 

significant difference in contact area under loading in contrast to internal area 

of the fixture between hex-type and round-type abutments. This makes it 

possible to analyze that the frictional force generated in the contact area does 

not show a large difference between the abutments, and that the effect of the 

frictional force on the rotational moment will not be significantly different. 

Therefore, it would be beneficial to select hex-type abutments for its function 

as rotational resistance in case of single tooth implant treatment.  

The results in stress distribution clearly showed the resistance of hex-

type abutment against rotational moment. The stress was concentrated on 

region where hex of abutment is, and maximum von Mises stress was 

observed in this region. The mean value of stress applied on both abutment 

and implant observed was relatively low though, the maximum von Mises 

stresses applied were 918.8 MPa on implant and 1375.8 MPa on abutments. 

These are values exceeding yield strength 650 MPa in titanium grade 4 which 

cause permanent deformation.42 However, it is considered difficult to cause 

permanent deformation in actual situation because these results were derived 
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under rigorous experimental design which pure rotational moment of 150 N 

was applied and the force was only concentrated on extremely localized area. 

Still, there may be possibility of permanent deformation or fracture if that 

region is thin. Thus, it is recommended to improve the design of abutment or 

implant in consideration of possible permanent deformation of the concerned 

region. The stress applied on abutment screw was examined in both hex and 

round-type abutment and round-type abutment showed higher results in all 

cases. It can be assumed from the result that the hex disperses the stress 

exerted on screw. On the other hand, increasing in preload has shown the 

effect of increasing stress of the screw while decreasing stress on both 

abutment and fixture. This can be interpreted that increasing preload in 

tapered internal connection implants improved screw joint stability thereby 

stress exerted on all components except abutment screw is decreased. This can 

be understood from the result that abutment screw loosening causes increased 

stress on other components which may lead to fracture of screws, abutments 

or fixtures. Furthermore, in case of abutment with hex, consistent positional 

stability can be expected by using hex-type abutment as it showed similar 

mean stress values regardless of different rotational moment directions. 

Regarding the mean values of stress exerted on internal side of fixture and 

external side of abutment, hex-type abutments would provide the condition 

that is less harmful to fixture. This supposes that it would be beneficial to 
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select hex-type abutment in case of single tooth implant treatment considering 

that it is easy to replace the abutments depend on period, whereas replacement 

is almost impossible in fixtures. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Through 3-dimensional FEM study using tapered internal connection implants, 

hex-type abutments and round-type abutments, the following conclusions 

were reached within the limitations. 

1. There is no significant difference in contact area between abutments 

in various shapes and implants. 

 

2. When rotational moment is applied on hex-type abutments, the 

hexagon of the abutment and the groove of the hexagon contact each 

other that leads to less rotational change value. This shows that the 

hexagon of abutment is acting as a rotational resistance against 

rotational moment.  

 

3. In the case of single-tooth implant prosthetic treatment, choosing 

abutments with positioning hex would be clinically beneficial to 

reduce screw loosening which leads to prosthetic complications. 
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FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The contact area of tapered connection of abutments. It is known that 

the contact area between non-hex abutment and fixture is larger than hex 

abutment. 
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Fig. 2. Models used in this study. The model was developed that implant 

superstructure with 11 mm width, 10 mm length and 10mm height in cubic 

shape was connected to Cement-retained abutment which has 3.0mm of 

gingival depth and 4.5mm of diameter. This was configured referring to the 

average mesio-distal dimension of mandibular first molars. 
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Fig. 3. Abutment models. Two types of abutments were compared; hex-type 

abutment with positioning hex and 2-pieced round-type non-hex abutment. 
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Fig. 4. Fixture model. Internal conical connection implant fixture with 5.0mm 

diameter, 10.0mm length which has 11 degrees of internal oblique angle. The 

geometry of implants was provided by the manufacturer (Shinhung MST Co.). 
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Fig. 5. Assembled models. The cross cut section is shown. 
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Fig. 6. Assembled models. Another cross cut section is shown. 
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Fig. 7. Loading condition.  A load of 150 N was applied on both left and 

right 4mm distance away from an axis of the implant on a side of 

superstructure which is directed 90 degrees to the axis of the implant. 

Rotational moment was generated in clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise 

(CCW) directions respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Stresses of all nodes corresponding to the area where abutments and 

implants are contacted were statistically analyzed for each group. 
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Fig. 9. Contact area and contact location on abutment & fixture. 
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Fig. 10. Distribution and size of stress value of abutments. 
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Fig. 11. Distribution and size of stress value of fixture. 
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Fig. 12. Distribution and size of stress value of abutment screw. 
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Fig. 13. Mean stress value of the fixture inner surface under loading 

conditions. 
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Fig. 14. Mean stress value of the abutment outer surface under loading 

conditions. 
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Fig. 15. Maximum equivalent stress of the abutment under loading conditions. 
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Fig. 16. Maximum equivalent stress of the fixture under loading conditions. 
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Fig. 17. Maximum equivalent stress of the abutment screw under loading 

conditions. 
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Fig. 18. The vertical displacement of the abutment at y-axis (loading axis) 

under different pre-load conditions. 
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Fig. 19. The vertical displacement of the abutment at y-axis (loading axis) 

under different final load conditions. 
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Fig. 20-a. 

 

Fig. 20-b. 

Fig. 20. Rotational displacement of abutment at y-axis under the final load 

conditions. 
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Fig. 21-a. 

 

Fig. 21-b 

Fig. 21. Rotational displacement of abutment at x-axis under the final load 

conditions. 
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TABLES 

 

Table 1. Description of models. 
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Table 2. The factors used in the conversion formula of tightening torque and 

preload.  
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Table 3. Material properties 
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Table 4. The maximum von Mises stress values in each component of the 

models. 
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Table 5. The vertical displacement of the abutment at y-axis (loading axis) 

under different pre-load conditions. 
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Table 6. The vertical displacement of the abutment at y-axis (loading axis) 

under different final load conditions. 
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Table 7. Rotational displacement of abutment at y-axis under the final load 

conditions. 
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Table 8. Rotational displacement of abutment at x-axis under the final load 

conditions. 
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국문초록 

 

내부 경사형 임플란트에서  

위치 재현 육각이  

지대주의 회전에 미치는 영향: 

3차원 유한요소모델 연구 
 

 

서울대학교 대학원 치의과학과 치과보철학 전공 

(지도교수 김 명 주) 

현 동 근 

 

1. 목 적 

이 연구의 목적은 내부 원추 연결형 임플란트에서 위치 재현 육각 

(hexagon) 유무에 따른 분리형 지대주의 회전에 대한 저항을 유한

요소모델 분석을 통해 알아보는 데에 있다.  

 

2. 방 법 

하악 구치부를 가정하는 3차원 무치악 지지골을 설정하였다. 설정한 
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모델의 중앙에 5.0 mm 직경, 10 mm 길이 및 11° 내부경사각을 

가지는 내부 원추 연결형 임플란트를 식립한 유한요소 모형을 제작

하였다. 임플란트 식립체 상부에 시멘트 유지형 지대주를 연결하고, 

직육면체 형태의 상부보철물을 지대주에 연결한 모형을 설정하였다. 

지대주는 하단에 육각을 갖는 육각 타입과 육각이 없는 둥근 타입

의 분리형 지대주를 사용하여 비교하였다. 지대주 나사에는 30 

Ncm와 40 Ncm의 나사 조임 토크에 상응하는 수직압축력을 각각 

부여하였다. 상부 보철물에 150 N의 수평하중을 가하여 시계 및 반

시계 방향의 모멘트를 발생시켰다. 지대주와 임플란트의 접촉면적을 

육각 유무에 따라 비교분석 하였고, 각 구조물들의 최대등가응력

(Maximum von Mises stress)의 분포 및 지대주의 회전 변위를 살

펴보았다.  

 

3. 결 과 

임플란트와 지대주의 접촉면적은 40 Ncm의 나사 조임 토크에 상응

하는 전하중을 주었을 때 둥근 타입의 지대주가 육각 타입의 지대

주에 비하여 식립체 내부 면적 대비 각각 약 2.5 ~ 3.5 %의 더 큰 

접촉면적을 갖는다. 지대주에 가해지는 최대등가응력은 모든 경우에

서 육각 타입이 둥근 타입에 비하여 더 높은 값을 보여주었다. 임플

란트의 내면에 가해지는 응력의 평균값은 모든 경우에서 육각 타입 

지대주보다 둥근 타입 지대주가 더 높았다. 응력의 분포는 육각 타

입의 지대주에서는 육각의 모서리에 집중되는 반면, 둥근 타입의 지

대주에서는 임플란트와 접촉하는 원추 하단 부위에 집중이 되는 것

을 확인할 수 있었다. 30 Ncm의 나사 조임 토크를 가하고, 시계방

향의 모멘트 부하 시에 육각 타입의 지대주는 약 0.54°, 둥근 타
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입은 약 1.16°의 회전변화를 보여주었다.  

 

4. 결 론 

본 연구의 한계 내에서 지대주의 육각이 회전 모멘트에 대한 회전 

저항의 기능을 하고 있음을 유추해 볼 수 있다. 따라서 단일 치아의 

임플란트 보철 수복 시에는 나사 풀림 및 이에 따른 보철적 합병증

을 줄이기 위해 육각이 있는 지대주를 선택하는 것이 임상적으로 

효용이 있을 것으로 판단된다.  
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주요어 : 내부 경사형 임플란트, 위치 재현 육각, 임플란트 회전, 

3차원 유한요소모델, 최대등가응력 
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